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Rail rapid transit, as we know it today, dollars in assistance over the next 12 years.
came into being shortly after the turn of the In addition to Federal grants, a mar._ed i_-
century. Although Inter-city ratJroad passes- crease In the financial participation of State
ger service was well established and thriving, and local governments has occurred, with the
the opening of New York City's first subwayln prospects of adaittonal funds in the future.
1904 was the beginning of rail rapid transit in The Urban Mass Transportation Act of 1970
this country. Since that time, development of Includes as part of its purpose the word "safe."
the rail rapid transit industry has been spora- The meaning of the word safe ts r.ot spe!led out
die. Until very recently most activity took in the AT.t; however, we at the NationalTrans-
place prior to World War II. portation Safety Board have definite feelings

The term rail rapid transit as used in this about the future meaning of the word and will
paper refers to systems, excluding streetcars, make some recommendations to UM'IA regard-
that utilize single or multiple-unit trains on a ing its Implementation. These recommends-
two-rail track. As used here rail rapid transit dons are the result of several month3' observa-
Includes subway, surface, and eleveated trains lions made by Safety Board personnel of transit
operated by public or private tra,astt authorl- operations in New York, Philadelphia, and
ties as well as commuter-tr..lns operated by Chicago. These ob, ._rvattons were stipple-
railway companies, merited by consultation tth the personnel of

The current urban renewal activity and the Motropolttan Transportation _ t"Autm, r .y, the
emphasis on community planning and Improve- Port Authority, and Penn Central Trar, sporta-
meat has brought about a change in urban lion ComFany in New York; the Sot:_eastern
transportation phllosouhy. Once gain, the Pennsylvania Transportation Authority, the
modernization and expansion of rail rapid Port Authority Transit Company, t_. Reading
transit systems and the construction of entire Company, and the Penn CentralTransportation
new systems is underway. Large scale tin- Company In Philadelphia.
provements and expansions are being planned Let me elarLfy one thing at this point. The
or made to the systems in Boston, New York, rail rapid transit Industry historically has t, een
Philadelphia, Chicago, and Cleveland. New considered a safe method of urbantransporta-
commuter cars are being purchase for use In lion. Recently among the older systems this
the New York area on railroads and in the sub- image has been tarnished by highly publicized
way system, and on the railroads in the Phlla- Incidents of system failures. In spite o.*these
delphta area, and In Chicago. Complete new system failures, and tn spite of the absence of
automated rail rapid transit systemsare being statistical data to confirm It, passengers on
built in San Francisco and here in the Wash- board a rapid transit train are exposed to a ,
lngton metropolitan area, A successful auto- much lower risk than on any form of highway
mated system has been running for more than travel.

a year between Llndenwold, New Jersey and There is no single private or governmental
center city Philadelphia. Plans for rapid agency to which all of the rail rapid transit
tr_.nalt are in various stages of development industry reports comprehensive accident data
in Atlanta, Baltimore, Los Angeles, and Seattle, on a r, 2ular basis. Ral!roads and certain of the
while Pittsburgh's plans embrace an inter- interstate transit authorities are required to
modal concept whlcb includes the so called report accidents to the Federal Railroad Ad-
"Skybus." ministration; however, the methods are orl-

The avallabillty of Federal iunds has been ented to conventional railroad operations with I
a moving facter In_ this xeblrth. The Urban no separation for commuter operations.
Mas_ Transportation Act of 1964 offered the Within the transit industry, the American i
first continuing program for u_'ban mass trans- Transit Association complies _perating so. }
portation. The Urban Mass Transportation Act cident statistics for transit systems but In-
of 1970 continues and expand*., the role of the cludes only motor coach, trolley coach, and

Federal Government by authorizing 3.1 billion s.'reet err operations. Recently, there has been l
dollars for mass transportatlondurlngthenext an effort by the transit members of the Na-

five years. The 1970 Act also expresses the tional Safety Council to establish a unfft,,'m ,,,,
Intention of the Congress to provide 10 billion syst, ,n of compiling and exchanging accident
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information, but there has not been uniform stairs, escalators, platforms and passageways.
acceptance of these procedures. The net result injuries from assault or being pushed by other
is a complete lack of data that can be used as persons, and injuries resulting from smoke and
a comparison of safety within the industry or other miscellaneous causes.
betwee_ transportation modes. When one does The facilities involved in most station ac-
not know the characteristics of the accidents cidents are also those that receive substantial

and where they are happening, and both acci- architectural consideration during construc-
dent and use history data are not available, tion or modernization programs. Too often the

.

operations analysis to identify problems areas aesthetic viewpoint dominates the practical
becomes difficult, considerations. Open stairwells and barrier-

Rail rapid transit systems and railroads free escalator ht'_dholds challenge the acro-
are good examples of the highly wasteful, but batic capabilities of children. Street entrances
normally used approach which attacks prob- are often sloping ramps that resemble ski
lems as they are revealed by accidents. With- slopes during snowy winter weather. Subdued
in the present state-of-the-art it is most in- lighting in entrances greets patrons wearing

efficient to wait for the accidehts to occur and sun glasses. Wall and ceiling surfaces are
then to correct the problems by making covered with material which quickly lose their

changes. Obviously what should be done, of reflectivity upon exposure to rail and wheel
course, is to find the hazards in advance, dust and the graffiti experts.
Through systematic analysis of the system one It is significant to note that the highest in-

: m_ y predict the likelihood that those hazards cidence of fatality in rail rapid transit does not
will be activated by exposure of the system to occur to the r assenger on board the train but
a system failure, a human error, conditions to persons on the track, including trespassers

external to the system, or combinations of and those who have jumped from station plat-
these; determine the alternatives to the as- forms or were inadvertently pushed.

i sumption of this risk; and recommend the The train-person collision, where it in-
corrections before the system is put into volvespatrons,occursin theproximityofsta-

! operation, tion platformsand is most frequentat car-

i The problem becomes one of indoctrinating floor height platforms. Station accidents

i this concept into the rail rapid transit industry, involving a fall to the track are also experi-
i Historically, the rail rapid transit industryhas enced at these locations. In spite of this ex-

depended on a goo_l past accident record rather perience, the trend in the industry is towards
than focusing on mpans f__r identifying hazards open, car=floor height platforms to enhance

} and evaluating risks. Tnere apnears to be an faster discharge and receipt of passengers.
I attitude in the railread and transit community In our society there are very few places where

that no professional engineer would design or the public is allowed to congregate immediately
produce an unsafe produc_, and I agree that no adjacent to an unprotected opening four feet

_ professional would knowinglydothis.However,., deep. This is the case where commuters
_ there are concrete examples in the transitfield jostle each other on high-level platforms while

today where these safety-conscious profes- waiting for rapid transit trains. To increase
slonals have produced con_ponents that re- the hazard, trains pass through the opening at
suited in a system that contamed hazards which speeds up to 75 miles per hour.
could lead to disasterifthey had not been In most older systems, if a _patronwere

found, pushed, fell,or Jumped to thetrackthepos-
These examples of hazards are physical sibilityof beh_ghitby a trainwas minimized,

evidence thatthe applicationola disciplined, to some extent,by the use of express tracks

systematicreviewofa system isnecessaryif which were separatedhorizontallyfrom car-

optimum safety is to be accomplished. A re- floor height platforras. The newer systems are
view of some of these conditions will illus- not ut';lzing this concept and nonstop trains
trate the applicability of system s_fety to the whiz by crowded platforms. Platforms now are
rail z_ qd transit industry, located also in the median strips of crowded

Station accidents represent the highest ac- expressways where noise and other distrac-
cident ratio in the industry and include falls on tions are prevalent, Warning systems are not
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provided and therefore the likelihood of a train transit industry, in some instances the design
approaching without detection has increased of the car equipment is not consistent with this
markedly. Architectural considerations in new recognition. Tronsit cars originally designed
underground stations have dictated that the for operation in a closed system are operated
track zone be sparsely lighted so that un- over highway grade crossings. The pilot pro-
aesthetic views of the track are not high- tectlon, deemed necessary in the railroad in-
lighted. Therefore, a person who has falten on dustry to minimize the chance of derailment
the track is obscured by shadows and is less upon hitting an obstruction, is not provided
likely to be seen. consistently on rail rapid transit cars. In

Further, train-person collisions are ex- some instances, passengers are seated at the
perienced at surface stations constructed with front of the car immediately adjacent to a
low, rail-height platforms. The majority of large windshield. In the event of a grade cross-
these accidents involve patrons taking short ing accident, the passengers will h,,ve an ex-
cuts across tracks which either have nointer- cellent view of the event if they survive to
track barriers or barriers inadequate to dis- relate it.
courage this practice. Unfortunately, many at- Injuries that have occurred in the on-board

grade stations have highway grade crossings category have involved or resulted erom board-
at one end or the other of the station platform ing and alighting; falls on board, including falls
that make the erection of permanent effective between cars; vandalism; fire or smoke; and to
intertrack barriers extremely difficult, a lesser extent, derailments or collisions.

Grade crossings are not compatible with Original design has been a factor in allof these
rail rapid transit operations. The consequences incidents.
of a collision of a rail rapid transit train with Boarding and alighting accidents have in-
a truck load of hazardous materials could be a volved the car doors, the space bet_veen the

major disaster. In December, 1966 atEverett, platform and the car, open spaces between
Massachusetts a rail commuter car struck a cars, the car steps and the platform surface.
stalled tank truck of fuel otl and the resulting As a general rule, car=floor height platforms
fire killed 13 persons because they could not were observed more in inner-city type opera-
escape from the car. There were no emergency tions, with low rail-height platforms being
exits and the inward-Jwinging door was jammed provided at locations handling suburban serv-
closed by the press of the people trying to ice. The experience again indicates a lower
escape the fire. It takes very little imagination accident frequency at low platforms than at
to see what could happen to a commuter train the car-floor height platforms.
with several hundred persons on it if it struck New car equipment has been observed with
and ruptured a tank truck of gasoline or no protection provided for the space between
liquefied petroleum gas. cars. This has resulted in falls to the track

Grade crossing protection or elimination while boarding or alighting as well as on-board
programs have been unorganized, dependent in fall_. Understandably, the results have gen-
many instances, not on the hazards involved, erally been severe. Protection has been pro-
but on whether the road involved is classified vided with intercar chains as well as re-

as a "Federal Aid" route. Motor vehicle laws tractable gates, both of which appear to be
involving grade crossings are ignored by the only a partial solution added as an afterthcught.
general public and not enforced bylocal author- On several systems car-floor height plat-
ities. Zoning laws and other local ordinances forms ere inter-mixed with those of low rail-
are explicit in their requirement to insure height design. To accomodate boarding-and

compliance with environmental and other social discharge this has necessitated car vestibules i
values. These regulations also generally pro- with trap doors in the down-position for car-
hibit sight obstructions at street intersections, floor height platforms and in the up position
It is rare, however, to find any regulations af- for the low platforms. The trap door has been
fecting the type of construction or landscaping the source of numerous injuries and its use i
in the vicinity of a highway-rail grade crossing, should he discouraged.

Although grade crossing accidents are I think we :an assume that in rush hours {

recognizedas a hazard withinthe railrapid there ,viU be a large number of standees; 1
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however, minimizing the number of standees include in part: exit location and design,
will reduce the number of on-board falls. The passenger seating arrangements, accommoda-
provision of hand holds designed for passenger don of hand-luggage, motorman separation,
comfort and convenience should be recon- intra-car passageways and barriers, rear-end
sidereal. Improved car suspensionsystemsand illumination, front-end derailment and col-

smoother accelerating and braking character- lision protection, braking systems, car-theel
istics would be helpful also. metallurgy, and automatic control systems.

Some of the newer commuter cars have the While new rail rapid transit cars are sub..
'flop-over" seats so that when the train re- ject to differences in design criteria between
verses direction, the seat backs are "flopped systems, the_ also contain common innovations
over" to allow the passenger to ride facing which are valuable in furthering passenger
forward. There have been instances where safety. These include such items as two-way
emergency stops have been made resulting in radios or train-phones, complete train public-
the standees grabbing the seat backs to pre- address systems, speedometers, improved
vent themselves from falling. This )'flops ventilating systems, and emergency car light-
over" the seat backs with passengers sitting ing. The installation of these devices has been
in them. An analysis of this feature would have accomplished with safety in mind; however,
revealed the obvious hazard in this type seat experience has provided the hazard analysis.
arrangement. As in other transportation networks, the

Obviously, there are many operating fac- traffic-control system of rail rapid transit is
tors which affected the design of rail rapid a necessity in the safety and efftency of opera-
transit cars. Safety should be given high tions. Unlike other transportation networks,

: priority as a factor, however, a train must stay with the route
: Window designs vary from the large picture established for it by the track and the traffic
i window to the porthole type. Almost all transit control system. The engineer does not have the

passengerq face the hazard of being injured by option of selecting an alternative route at the
thrown objects, and design of windows can last moment when aa accident appears im-
lessen the severity of injuries from thrown oh- minent. Therefore, both safety and reliabitity
jects. Various types of glass panes are used must be designed and built into the traffic con-
and now tough plastic materialwhich will with- trol system as a prerequisite to efficient op-

_ stand the impact of a thrown rock is being used. eration without a high accident frequency rate.
The design of the front end of transit cars Although railroad and transit accident

can influence the severity of a grade crossing statistics indicate that the failure of signal
collision. Large expanses of glass on thefront systems does not caut. a significant number
ends of cars subject the operator and passen- of accidents, much can be done in the field of

gers to additional dangers from impacts of signals to enhance railroad and transit safety.
objects thrown from above as well as collisions Many accidents attributed to man failure and
at grade crossings, acts of God can be prevented by a good signal

There appears to have been no systematic and train control system. The modernization,
approach to the design and use.ofwindows. The and extension of existing lines appears to
obvious approach would be to determine the perpetuate existing signal systems without
environmental exposure of the windows and due regard to the accident experience of the
surrounding structures during their opera- system involved.

tional life-time. Once these environments are New rail rapid transit lines are being
understood, the optimum combination of window designed with the capability of a fully auto-
pane and surrounding structure can be deter- mated signal and train control system. These

mined as those which offer the least risk to the new systems should be subjected to rigorous
, passengers and crew. safety analyses to assure that the system will

i Although window design is the most con- operate safely for a prolonged period of time
¢ spicuous, there are many other car design under varied maintenance conditions. The

areas that warrant re-examination for de- analysis of a computerlzedsystemuslngdtgltal

[ termination of the optimum design. These data inputs requires the application of sophlsti-

[ design characteristics vary in importance and cared safety analysis techniques.
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Almost invariably rail rapid transit tunnel gers, trespassers and employees even though
design shown lack of foresight in providing for in both of the two basic designs, under-
emergency situations. Minor smoke or fire running and over-running, some protection
incidents in tunnels have turned into panic against electrical shock has generally been
situations, resulting in injuries andlossof life. provided. The third raft and the associated

Safety walks originally intended for use in connecting appurtenances on the transit car
the evacuation of passengers have been utilized have initiated fire and smoke incidents. Gen-
ts accommodate signaland electrical facilities, erally, the fire and smoke injuries have been
Walks are also used for the storage ofmainte- relatively minor, but serious accidents have
nance of way materiai. Emergency exits have been caused by subsequent detlaining and
been located immediately adjacent to turnouts evacuation. For new system_ _his design war-
presenting an obstacle course of running rafts, I ants a complete reappraisal.
guard rails and energized third rails. Exits are Rail rapid transit r onstruction recently has
sparsely located and difficult to identify under shown increased usage of the joint-corridor
normai circumstances, both inside and outside concept, sharing right-of-way with existing or
of the tunnels. Exits are narrow and steep, new highways or raiiroadsbecauseofeconomic
easily negotiable by a spry young man, but and social considerations. This concept has
another matter for a not-so-spry elderlylady, many proponents and the arguments for joint
In some instances, in-tunnel lighting is prac- utilization are indeed convincing.
tically non-existent and ventilation is depend- The safety of each mode mustbe assured at
ent upon natural drafts. The hazards of tunnel an Interface such at this and to accomplish this
evacuation are recognized in existing rule requires a systematic evaluation of the hazards
books that indicate that'detraining of passen- of each mode and the interface between the
gers within tunnels must only be accomplished modes. These evaluations must be made in the
tq a last resort, planning stage rather than after the system has

The minimization of the hazards in existing been constructed and alternative plans are too
emergency tunnel evacuation is an area that expensive to implement.
demands immediate attention. Upgrading pro- When one looks at the possibility of a gaso-
grams have been undertaken on some systems line or liquefied petroleum gas tank truckvio-
and the results are markedly apparent, although fating the transit track space the potential con-

no one system has accomplished all of the sequences are frightening. A comparable
followingsteps.The stepsthathave been taken prospect existswhere rapid transittracks
toimprove conditionsincludetheinstallationo£ operatejointlyoradjacenttoafreight-carrylng
additionallighting,signs,emergency tele- railroad.Shiftedloads and derailments can

phones,firealarms, power disconnects,hand- foulthetransittracksresultingincatastrophic
rills and fire extinguishers.Portable era- collisions.

ergency equipmentsuchasde-trainingladders, Iwould beshockedgenuinelytofindatransit

bull-hornspeakers,stretchers,lanterns,air- operationwithouta safetydepartment.Iwould

paks,first-aidkits,andbetweenfrailwalkways expect to findthatsafetyisdeemed thefirst

have been strategicallylocatedeitherin tun= responsibilityof all employees, and eac,l

nels, at stations, or on equipment. The in- supervisor is charged with the responsibility
stallation of this type of equipment is manda- for safe operations within its jurisdiction. For
tory if operational delays, adverse publicity, the most part, bowever, management emphasis
lawsuits and most important, loss of life are to on safety involves employee activities. It
be minimized, would be completely unfair to imply that there

Closely related to the tunnel design problem is a lack of concern for passenger safety with-
is that of the third rail. The third raft con- in the rail rapid transit industry. There are
ducts the electric power for the operation of concentrated efforts to investigate accidents
most rail rapid transit cars. In most instances, and improve the lot of the passsenger; how-
the third rail carries 600 volts of direct-cur- ever, these efforts did not appear to receive !

rent power and is located immediately adjacent the emphasis that was regularly placed on _'x
to the tracks. The third rall has been a source employee safety by the safety depart-
of electrical burns and fatalities for pa_sen- ments.
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Safety department personnel generally are There is a ready application for system in
charged with the responsibility of "closing the the rail rapid transit field and the time to start
barn door after the horse was stolen" without "s now. The degree of safety achieved in any
having an opportunity to review a new facility system is dlrectlydependent upon the emphasis
during desigp and construction. The safety in- of management. In the rapid transit industry
put for new or modernized f_.clllties has been this management emphasis on safety includes
accomplished historically by the design engi- the management of the granting and use of
neers and/or operating and maintenance per- funds by the Federal Government. This man-
sonnel.Whlle these groups surely have safety agement emphasis must be applied during the
in mlnd, they are influenced also by archltec- conception, development, production, and oper-
rural, operating, maintenance, and economic ation of each system throughout its life cycle.
considerations. A system safery review of new Much needs to be done with the existing
or modernized facilities normally does not take operating systems. System safety programs
place during the conceptual stage. As aresult, for new systems are not the only needs in the
it has not been unusual for new facilities to be industry. Keen analyses of the present systems
modified after they are operational and the first would identify the hazards and evaluate the cot-
accident occurs, at a cost that is greatly in recttve actions so thatmanagementcould deter-
excess of that required to remove the hazard mine what degree of safety Is needed. The pub..
from the initial design. Safety personnel are lie which is paying the bills can no longer afford
not used to the extent of their potential, which the inefficient method of waiting for an accident
I understand is not a new situation, to occur and then correcting the problem.

!
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